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Abstract 
This work presents a methodological framework for facilitating knowledge transfer between process engineering to 
biosensing, employing case based reasoning to match successfully solved problems in industrial catalysts with 
biosensor drawbacks, adapted to the latter through their common scientific background, where ‘compatibility’ and 
‘comparability’ are more prominent. The proposed framework has been implemented in mediator-based 
electrochemical biosensors, where the inability to recycle the cofactors in situ without compromising the functionality 
of the whole system remains a pending issue. The opening of technology channels between the two domains may, 
also, contribute  to solving the problem of enzyme stability in industrial catalysis. 
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1. Introduction 
Continuous, sensitive, selective, and reliable monitoring of a large variety of different compounds of 
environmental, clinical, medical, industrial, and biosecurity interest, is of increasing importance to assure 
ecosystem sustainability, timely disease diagnosis, rehabilitation engineering, high-quality production and 
public safety, respectively. Most of the presently used classical analytical methods are often requiring 
expensive instrumentation, long analysis times and well-trained staff to carry on procedures, the cost of 
which increases disproportionately to the decrease of detection limits [1]. Biosensors, on the other hand, 
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have emerged from basic science to provide niche solutions to challenging analyses (Fig. 1), on the 
premises, however, of robust designs tailored to the specific needs of each particular application case [2]. 
The characteristics of the biosensors are depending on the biorecognition element (e.g., enzyme, antibody, 
DNA, microorganism, etc.), the nature of signal transducer (electrochemical, optical, piezoelectric, etc.) 
and the communication between these two elements (i.e., the information flow pathway). The mode of 
operation lies mainly on the translation of the biological/chemical information into an electronic signal 
that reflects the concentration of one of the participants in the biological event (i.e., the target analyte), 
either directly or via suitable biotransformations (see [3-5] for comprehensive reviews). In effect, 
biosensor operation mimics natural chemoreception attempting to transfer the efficiency of biological 
mechanisms in hand-held devices. 
Biosensor technology has markedly benefited from molecular engineering that extended the range and 
manipulability of available biological moieties, and nanoproduction that enabled miniaturization and 
integration of bioelectronics. Focusing primarily on optimizing the communication between transducer 
and biological system, a lot of compromises have been inevitably imposed on the reaction system (i.e., the 
interaction between the target analyte and the biological moiety) affecting the reliability of measurements 
[6, 7]. This is especially true for catalytic biosensors, developed either on enzyme-substrate mechanisms 
or on cellular metabolic pathways. Biological moieties have been evolved in nature to function in a 
variety of stress and physiological conditions, yet under strict regulations; nature relies on complex 
hierarchical structures that are optimized in vivo (via gene activation/regulation, transcriptional control 
and hormonal function) to achieve the mechanical and physicochemical performance that each sub-system 
requires for optimizing the whole system. Seen in isolation, sub-system function changes. Consider, for 
example, the functioning of a bacterial cell in vivo in comparison to its behavior when restricted 
(immobilized) on a sensor transducer (i.e., in vitro): transport of molecules is affected by diffusion, rather 
than bulk flow; movement is resisted by viscosity, not inertia; the energy of thermal fluctuation is large 
enough to perturb the cell’s motion, rather inducing conformation changes; cells move through the sample 
rather than pushing the sample towards the cell in a sensor format. To complicate things further, the 
involvement of nature-derived elements in biosensing pre-supposes their reliable performance, as per 
activity, sensitivity and selectivity, when reacting with substrates that may be quite different from their 
physiological ones. 
Nonetheless, most of the know-how in treating and handling enzymes and whole cells comes mainly 
from research on catalysis in chemical engineering, that provides a very useful feedback from their 
industrial applicability, where the experience in stabilizing reaction systems is vast and involve numerous 
processes, conditions, and controls. Opening technology transfer channels between the two domains 
(biosensors and catalysts) may actually prove beneficiary to both, as the vast experience of biosensor 
developers on molecular engineering and nanoproduction may advance selective chemical transformations 
enabling the creation of ‘disfavored’ yet more efficient catalytic templates.     
Adopting, however, catalyst design principles in biosensor development may not be straightforward, 
owing to the different scopes and objectives of the two domains: disciplinary specialization makes it 
difficult to find a common language across the domains, whereas mismatches in space and time scales, in 
forms of knowledge (e.g., macro-systems versus micro- or even nano-systems), and in levels of precision 
and accuracy (e.g., qualitative versus quantitative data) may create difficulties in comparability of results 
or flow/applicability of information. 
The aim of this work is to present a methodological framework for facilitating such transfer, employing 
case based reasoning (CBR) to match successfully solved problems in catalyst engineering with biosensor  
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Fig. 1. There are many potential applications of biosensors of various types; the main requirements for the biosensor concept to be 
valuable in terms of research and commercial uses are: (i) the qualitative/quantitative detection of a target analyte within a complex 
matrix, (ii) availability of a suitable biological system to match the target analyte, and (iii) the potential for (a) portable detection 
systems for in situ monitoring and/or (b) implanted detection systems for in vivo disease management.  
 
drawbacks, adapted to the latter through their common scientific background, where the concepts of 
‘compatibility’ and  ‘comparability’ are more prominent. As a matter of fact, the science base provides 
knowledge on the physicochemical mechanisms of the successfully solved cases that the transferor 
(catalysis) provides; once the fundamental principles are worked out, applied spin-offs eventually result, 
offering the transferee (biosensors) potent alternatives solutions. The  proposed  framework has been 
implemented in the case of mediator-based electrochemical biosensors, where the inability to recycle the 
cofactors in situ without compromising the functionality of the whole system remains a pending issue. 
2. Methodological framework 
The methodological framework designed/developed by the authors under the form of an algorithmic 
procedure to facilitate knowledge transfer from catalytic engineering to biosensing, is briefly described 
below as a 10-stage process.  
1. Description of the biosensor problem. 
2. Determination/identification of similar problems (successfully resolved in the past and properly 
stored for convenient retrieval) for performing CBR. 
3. IF this searching is effective THEN the CBR output is adopted and tested (if proven unsuccessful 
stage 4 is activated) ELSE stage 4 is directly activated.      
4. Selection of mechanisms resolving similar unit processes, from knowledge bases (KBs) retaining 
fundamental knowledge on past cases applied in catalysts design/development. 
5. Simulation of the biosensor operation under laboratory conditions. 
6. Design/execution of experiments under such conditions. 
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7. Synthesis of the promising alternative solutions on the basis of information acquired. 
8. Design of the criteria vector (possibly by the aid of experts in the domain of fundamental 
research on biosensor science) for evaluating the alternatives and assignment of grades on the 
elements of the ‘criteria-alternatives’ preference matrix. 
9. Ranking of alternatives after performing multicriteria evaluation (followed by 
sensitivity/robustness analysis) in order of decreasing preference. 
10. Experimental testing of alternatives under real conditions in the order determined at stage 9 until 
a satisfactory solution is reached. 
Biosensors carry a wide variety of specifications referring to manufacturing, testing, operational 
requirements, metrological characteristics, fault diagnostics, etc. [8]. The large number of features used to 
describe a biosensor (materials, biochemical reactions, manufacturing procedures, testing, operational 
requirements, metrological characteristics, fault diagnostics, etc.,) coupled with the wide range of values 
that many of these features can assume, makes it practically impossible to predict the level of information 
needed and provide for such detailing at industrial case-base storage. To enable intelligent reasoning 
within real world domains it is important that the CBR system should be as generic as possible, able to 
operate in a automated and, preferably, unsupervised manner, with as little knowledge engineering 
overhead as possible, and be efficient enough to enable reasoning with large case-bases. Care is required, 
however, in making a priori assumptions concerning the content or nature of information to be 
represented as cases, as CBR should be able to retrieve semantically similar cases to a given query case. 
Notwithstanding, the implementation of knowledge bases (KBs) at stage 4 becomes critical to the 
proposed scheme for supplying in-depth knowledge at the required granularity level when needed, since 
the basic search output of stage 3 may not be retained with the necessary level of detailing, increasing 
substantially the amount of heuristic knowledge required to solve the biosensor problem defined at stage 
1. It should be noted, however, that acquiring and evaluating information (at the required amount and 
level of granularity) from industrial catalysis with a view to transferring know-how to biosensor design 
(and vice versa) is often a challenge due to the disciplinary specializations and context-specific 
terminologies, derived by the scopes and objectives of each disciplines. Inevitably some degree of relation 
relaxation is necessary to handle mismatches, while the certainty/reliability (and, consequently, the 
effectiveness) of the whole process decreases, as a result of escalating inability to make decisive changes 
for substantial re-structuring of the acquired knowledge.  
Batzias and Markoulaki [9] made an attempt to resolve this situation in the special case of information 
retrieval by introducing a controlled KeyWord Interface (KWI), thus introducing an ontological approach 
to the creation of an active intelligent agent (IA) interface. In their recent work, Batzias and Siontorou 
[10] extended this approach by introducing a taxonomy/partonomy interface in the IA that enables the 
correct annotation of domain semantics for trans-disciplinary searching, facilitating (i) model-supported 
ontology expansion based on both, transferee’s interests/needs and transferor’s domain specificity, and (ii) 
ontology-supported model retrieval, by which the power of ontology features can be leveraged as a fast 
index structure to locate most-needed information for the transferee. The implementation of such an 
approach at stage 4 can facilitate data mining as it permits the specification of the conceptualization of the 
biosensor device domain in a detailed way for allowing the expansion of the network to relate and 
incorporate more concepts from the process engineering domain.  
3. Implementation  
Electrochemical biosensors, the most commonly employed class of biosensors owing to their 
ruggedness and miniaturization potential, as well as the maturity of the technology at hand, rely on the    
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Fig. 2. Common assay biosensing schemes involving redox enzymes: (a) flavoprotein oxidases coupled to flavin adenine 
dinucleotide (FAD) oxidation/reduction; (b) dehydrogenases coupled to nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD) oxidation/ 
reduction; (c) Pyrroloquinoline quinine (PQQ)-mediated system. 
 
detection of electrochemical species, such as electrons, that are consumed or generated during the 
biochemical processes. Depending upon the electrochemical property to be measured by a detector 
system, electrochemical biosensors may further be divided into conductometric, potentiometric and 
amperometric systems. In the latter case, the signals produced (current modifications) are linearly 
dependent on the target analyte concentration within a normal dynamic range. Oxygen and hydrogen 
peroxide being the co-substrate and the product, respectively, of several enzyme reactions, can be readily 
detected for amperometric estimation [11]; this strategy, actually, paved the way towards the ‘first 
generation’ biosensors. It soon became evident, however, that oxygen reduction should be avoided since 
sensor performance was dependent on the concentration of dissolved oxygen in the bulk solution [12]. 
That led to the use of  artificial electron acceptors and the detection of hydrogen peroxide, i.e., the ‘second 
generation’ biosensors, which faced another problem, that of electrochemical interference, since all 
substances having conversion potential lower than the electrode potentials contributed to the overall 
electrochemical signal [13]. It was, hence, thought of using mediators, i.e., electrochemically active 
electron acceptors to which the enzyme can donate electrons; this approach showed a considerable 
reduction of electrochemical interferences and the development of mediated biosensors [14]. Fig. 2 shows 
the three classes of enzymes commonly employed in amperometric biosensors. Many electron acceptor 
molecules and complexes can be considered for the mediator part. Oxidases (Fig. 2a), can use their natural 
mediator, oxygen, whereas the product of the reaction, hydrogen peroxide, can be readily detected. In 
other cases, synthetic mediators such as ferrocene derivatives are required (Fig. 2c). Notwithstanding, the 
inability to recycle the cofactors in situ without compromising the functionality of the whole system 
remains a pending issue (stage 1).  
Electrocatalytic systems have been extensively used in the process industry. Redox enzymes are of 
special interest in energy conversion systems, i.e., fuel cells, exhibiting activities that are comparable to 
metal catalysts [15]; for example, hydrogenases exhibit similar activity for hydrogen oxidation as 
platinum [16]. The use of enzymes in fuel cell operation offers the advantages of a simpler fuel cell 
design, low cost, high turnover numbers and a broader range of input (than the traditional hydrogen or 
alcohols). On the other hand, the moderate performance of these biomimetic energy conversion systems 
(manifested as low current densities), the low stability of the enzymes, and their low volumetric catalyst 
density are of special concern [17]; the latter has been enhanced by using enzyme cascades, while the 
former, focused on 3-D electrode construction, has been substantially improved by employing carbon 
nanomaterials.  
 
(a) FAD oxidase enzymes (b) NAD dehydrogenase  enzymes (c) PQQ dehydrogenase  enzymes
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Fig. 3. The output of stage 3 for cofactor in situ regeneration includes six cases deriving from process engineering, suitably resolving 
this issue for improving the performance of energy conversion systems.   
 
The issue of cofactor recycling has, also, emerged, largely dealt by entrapment or encapsulation in 
polymeric matrices [17]. A range of electrocatalytic systems employed in industry, can  be  thus  adapted  
and integrated within the biosensor platform to solve this problem. Performing CBR (stage 2) several 
cases have been retrieved, six been the most relevant (similar) ones, as shown in Fig. 3. Cases #2 and #3 
employ encapsulation in sol-gels and polymer entrapment, respectively, which have been extensively 
tested in biosensor applications, as well, although with moderate results [18], as the diffusion of the 
cofactors to the bulk solution cannot be prevented, especially at flow-through assays. Metal-based 
mediators, as osmium (Os) complexes (cases #1, #4, and #6) [17] offer several advantages because of 
their rich chemistry, stability, and redox activity, though there is still a concern about the toxicity of Os 
complexes due to leaching; these concerns may become critical in certain biosensor types, such as 
implantable devices or environmental in situ monitoring.  
On the other hand, covalent attachment (case #4 and #5) may prove to be more relevant to the 
biosensor scopes [5], since the three dimensional structure of enzymes is retained at the required 
orientation for the biorecognition event to occur; provided that efficient electrical communication is 
achieved, an essential problem that could possibly arise is the limited mass transport of the fuel. 
Furthermore, the immobilization of enzymes by covalent coupling usually leads to the formation of stable 
enzyme electrodes, although the process is usually complicated than that of non-covalent linking, and loss 
of enzyme activity during immobilization might occur. 
The cystamine-facilitated covalent attachment of case #4 [19], seems to be the most promising, 
although not tested in biosensor systems. In this approach, electron transfer proceeds through mediators 
such as PQQ, which are covalently linked to electrode via a self-assembled monolayer of cystamine in the 
presence of Ca2+. The procedure has been standardized for two anodic fuel-cell reactions involving NAD+ 
electrocatalytic regeneration; the calcium cations function as a promoter for NADH oxidation and provide 
a favorable orientation of the NADH molecules.  
4. Discussion and concluding remarks 
The methodological framework designed/developed by the authors for facilitating technology transfer 
from catalysts to biosensors, employing case based reasoning (CBR) to match successfully solved 
fuel : glucose
enzyme : glucose oxidase
co-factor : FAD 
electron acceptor : O2
method : entrapment in Os-based polymers
case#1
half-cell reaction
glucoseoglucono-1,5-lactone+2H++2e-
fuel : fructose
enzyme : fructose dehydrogenase
co-factor : FAD, heme
electron acceptor : acceptor
method : encapsulation in photo-cross-linkable sol-gel
case#2
half-cell reaction
fructoseo5-dehydrofructose+2H++2e-
fuel : lactose
enzyme : alcohol dehydrogenase
co-factor : NAD
electron acceptor : NAD
method: polyaniline entrapment
case#3
half-cell reaction
alcoholoaldehyde+2H++2e-
fuel : lactic acid
enzyme : glucose oxidase
co-factor : NAD/PQQ
electron acceptor : acceptor
method: covalent linking via calcium-promoted 
cystamine monolayer self-assembly
case#4
half-cell reaction
glucoseoglucono-1,5-lactone+2H++2e-
fuel : pyruvate
enzyme : pyruvate dehydrogenase
co-factor : NAD
electron acceptor : O2
method : covalent linking via porphyrin
case#5
half-cell reaction
pyruvate+CoAoacetylCoA+2H++2e-
fuel : cumene peroxide
enzyme : microperoxidase
co-factor : Fe/heme
electron acceptor : Fe
method : entrapment in poly(allylamine) covalently 
attched to  [Os(bpy)2ClPyCOH]
+ 
case#6
half-cell reaction
C9H12O2+2H++2e-oC9H12O+H2O
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problems in process engineering with biosensor drawbacks, has been implemented for in situ cofactor 
recycling at mediator-based electrochemical biosensing. The problem has been presented in a rather 
generalized form, so as to highlight some key aspects of the proposed scheme that may serve best the 
catalysts-to-biosensors know-how transfer in various topics. The proposed CBR-based scheme has been 
proven suitable for offering solutions befitting to the context (as per the mechanismic point of view) of 
biosensors, by providing a range of industrial cases successfully resolving ‘similar’ problems.  
The adaptation of these cases to biosensor development and the synthesis of the alternative solutions at 
stage 7 necessitates the activation of stage 3 in order to compensate for the differences in scope and scale 
between the two disciplines. For example, the solutions on co-factor regeneration that the process industry 
offers [15, 17] have been developed on the restriction of maintaining high current densities, a condition 
that is not critical in biosensing. On the other hand, the question on the location of electrocatalytic 
process, quite indifferent for fuel cell operation, seems to be of primary interest in biosensor development 
[18]: if the charge transfer within the enzyme/ transducer interface proceeds much faster than the mass 
transfer of reacting species and their biochemical conversion, the electrocatalytic process should proceed 
at the enzyme/solution interface; in the opposite case, i.e., when the mass transfer and biochemical 
reaction proceed faster than the electron transfer, the electrocatalytic process should take place at the 
transducer surface, assuming that the permeability of the communication substrate layer is sufficiently 
high for to allow the penetration of reacting species and solution ions. If both processes occur at a 
comparable rate, the electrocatalytic process should be located within the substrate layer.  
Notwithstanding, industrial processes have been optimized for large scales and the assumed models 
have to be re-considered/constructed. In the implementation case presented, the scaling-down of the 
electrocatalytic process may prove to be insufficient, as electrode structure differs substantially (in size 
and shape), whereas kinetics may be proven unfavorable for low detection limits.  
Searching within KBs by means of an ontology-supported Intelligent Agent, as quoted in stage 4 of the 
proposed methodological framework, can improve technology transfer, providing for both, granularity of 
information at the required level and knowledge structure evaluation. Against this background, the reverse 
transfer, i.e., biosensors-to-catalysts, becomes, also, feasible. Considering the implementation case, for 
example, enzyme stability is required to increase the electrical properties of the cell [15, 17], which 
remains one of the serious disadvantages of enzyme-based cell operations. Enzyme stability has been 
extensively researched in biosensing, since it represents a crucial point for enhancing the 
commercialization potential of the domain. In general, several strategies employed have been proven, 
more or less, successful [4, 5]: (i) protein engineering to tailored structures and functions, enabled by 
rational design, which combines site-directed mutagenesis with the detailed knowledge of enzyme 
structures/functions, and computational models; (ii) novel immobilization methods involving 
phospholipid-based materials that create self-assembled artificial membrane structures exhibiting 
excellent biocompatibility and the ability of maintaining enzyme activity; (iii) ordered porous 
nanomaterials integrated in the enzyme electrode structure to improve electron transfer, providing, also 
high surface area that allows high enzyme loadings. For all these cases, knowledge from biosensors could 
be transferred to biocatalysts, provided that proper knowledge re-construction mechanisms are employed. 
In final conclusion, the transfer of know-how from one domain to the other is successfully supported 
by the proposed approach, offering, actually, the grounds for re-designing both, biosensor platforms 
towards more reliable systems and industrial catalysis to more efficient processes. Notwithstanding, in-
depth knowledge of the bioelectrochemical reaction chemistry is necessary to enable efficient re-
engineering. 
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